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Chinese Television: Xinwen Lianbo

“Decades of telling lies and empty stories people don’t

want to hear.”
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Chinese Television: Xinwen Lianbo

“ What they do is simply sit there and talk from a

pre-censored script.”
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Chinese Television: Xinwen Lianbo

“First 10 minutes: The leaders are always busy.

Second 10 minutes: The people are perfectly happy.

Final 10 minutes: The world outside China is extremely

chaotic.”
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Propaganda Still Very Much Alive in China

Propaganda: state-mandated
dissemination of information

Central Propaganda Department
in China: extensive and powerful

purpose: “to educate and shape
society”

Issue directives of what to print,
as well as what not to

Isn’t Propaganda Irrelevant?

Propaganda is “out of touch”

Prevalence of other perspectives: difficult to persuade

Won’t citizens just resist propaganda when they notice it?

Why does propaganda still exist in China?
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Indoctrination Theory of Propaganda

Despite being outmoded, people still believe in propaganda

Surveys find that citizens support for propaganda (Esaray et al 2014)

Some evidence that people like state-guided opinion

Create emotional connection between citizens and government
(Wedeen 1999)

Some people may not be sophisticated enough to resist propaganda
(Geddes and Zaller 1989)

’Indoctrination propaganda’ should be:

prominently displayed

persuasive

can be noticeable
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Signaling Theory of Propaganda

Propaganda signals Party strength. (Huang 2014)

Propaganda may distinguish ’weak’ states from ’strong’ states

That fact the state can force propaganda: they are still in control

Experiment:

I people are not persuaded by propaganda
I but they think the Party is more stable after viewing it

’Signaling propaganda’ should be:

prominently displayed

not necessarily persuasive

noticable
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This talk: Measure Propaganda

Both of these theories: imply what propaganda should look like.

But identifying propaganda in Chinese media is hard.

In this talk we set out to measure propaganda in newspapers.

We find propaganda is not always noticeable/recognizable

covers a range of issues, not just political ideology

Suggests an additional logic for propaganda:

I propaganda may be used to deemphasize news stories
I as a means of control, not always persuasion
I in some cases can be used to block or distract
I content of propaganda may not be as important as its shadow
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Outline

Propaganda in China

Measuring Propaganda

Propaganda as a Means of Control

Implications for Study of Media Control
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Propaganda During the Maoist Era

Mao: win over the “petty bourgeois” with persuasive reasoning

“Brainwashing”;“mass persuasion” (Yu 1964).

I Mass ideological campaigns
I Inclusion of thought work into everyday activities

No commercialized media: propaganda easily identifiable

No access to outside media: easy to permeate society
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Reform and Opening Up

Propaganda still a central force

I Central Propaganda Department still oversees radio, newspapers,
television, Internet

I Mandates to print specific material still given to media
I Slogans/political education still employed
I Fifty cent party paid to disseminate info on the web

With market forces comes:

I access to foreign media
I commercialization of newspapers (subscriptions, ads)
I state vs. market: state wants positive news, market negative
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New Media Obfuscates Propaganda

Before: media was completely government-run

Propaganda and censorship were easy to measure

Scholars still assume they can identify propaganda.

But can they?

Newspapers in China now get much compensation from market

Commercialization obscures the state for both citizens and scholars

I What news is driven by the state?
I What is driven by the market?

What is the strategy for political education?

We can’t tell the new purpose of propaganda until we measure it.
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Deepening Income Distribution Reform.’ All media are to

cover this according to Xinhua wire copy.”

— Leaked Directive, Jan 24, 2013

If we see lots of newspapers with the same article: Propaganda
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To See the Big Picture We Need Big Data

Provincial and City Newspapers

31 papers

7 years of coverage (unbalanced)

3.9 million articles

≈ 1 billion words

. . . and counting!

(non-trivial logistical challenges)

Today:

25 papers

2012-2013

Both provincial and city-level newspapers
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Estimating Coordination

1 Estimate topics for each article

I Topical vector: θd
I Proportion of each article in each of K topics

2 Compare topic vectors within a day to estimate coordination

I Cosine similarity and Hellinger distance

3 Use high similarity measures as indications of coordination

Why not another type of plagiarism detection?

Estimating topics allows us to do back-end interpretation
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1. Estimate Topics: Structural Topic Model

STM: a topic model with covariates (time and newspaper)

Hierarchical structure
I Words are nested within documents
I Documents are nested within newspaper and time

Allows better retrieval of topics and topic/covariate relationships
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STM = LDA + Contextual Information

STM extends Latent Dirichlet Allocation, ‘vanilla’ topic model:

I Each topic is a distribution over words
I Each document is a distribution over topics

We are going to learn rather than assume topics from the text

Topics are words that frequently co-occur
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STM = LDA + Contextual Information

STM provides two ways to include contextual information
I Topic prevalence can vary by metadata

F e.g. city papers cover pollution more than provincial papers

I Topic content can vary by metadata
F e.g. individual newspapers talk about pollution differently

Including context improves the model:
I more accurate estimation
I better qualitative interpretability
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Main Innovation: Estimation

Variational Inference

1 For each doc: update document topic proportions (θd),
2 Estimate topic words for corpus (β)
3 repeat

Fast but not practical for millions of documents (stm)

Answer: Stochastic Variational Inference, optimized for STM
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Stochastic Inference

For each iteration:

1 Take a sample of 5000 documents
2 Estimate topic proportions (θd) on each of these documents (parallel)
3 Estimate global topics βt

4 Mix new global topics βt with global topics from last step βt−1

5 Repeat with smaller steps each time

Procedure takes about 8 minutes per iteration and converges within
200 iterations.

Output: 300 topic estimates for each document.
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2. Estimating Coordination

Synchronized Articles are not Perfect Reprints

Docs with high cosine similarity and Hellinger distance ⇒ coordinated
Validated with samples of pairs
Output: clusters of coordinated articles, for each day
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How Many Newspapers to Count as a Directive?

Xinhua newswire also syndicates content (like AP)

How can we distinguish between elective reprinting and mandated
reprinting?

In general, the more newspapers that reprint, the more likely it’s
mandated.

Two Strategies for checking:

1 leaked directive
2 placebo topics
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Leaked directive

“The State Council recently endorsed ‘Several Points on

Deepening Income Distribution Reform.’ All media are to

cover this according to Xinhua wire copy. Do not change

headlines, put the story on the front page, or lure readers

to it. Except for wire copy, do not produce any other form

of report, commentary, or link. Do not post it on medias

official Weibo account.”

— Leaked Directive, February 6, 2013

22/25 newspapers followed the directive

none of the newspapers put it on the front page

7/22 newspapers changed the title (we’ll get back to this)
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Placebo Topics
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Number of Papers Coordinated for Each Event
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“Propaganda” cutoff probably somewhere between 10-15.

We use 15 in this paper as a hard cutoff.

(We’re exploring ways to make this more accurate.)
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Propaganda As Control

Prior literature describes propaganda as

symbolic, persuasive, ideological, political education

heavily advertised, attracting attention

easily identified by the reader

In contrast, we show propaganda

covers a range of issues

often masquerades as a news story

mostly occurs on the back pages (except in sensitive time periods)

We argue that propaganda can:

control news cycle by crowding out other stories

manipulate readers by affecting ease of consumption

propaganda can converge with censorship
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Coordinated Prison Topic

Date Event

2012-02-14 Lai Changxing – smuggling and bribery
2012-07-27 Gu Kailai – murder of Neil Heywood
2012-08-10 Gu Kailai trial murder of Neil Heywood
2012-08-21 Gu Kailai trial again, in more detail
2012-09-06 Wang Lijun trial (indicted)
2012-09-19 Wang Lijun trial (details)
2012-09-25 Wang Lijun Sentence
2013-07-09 Liu Zhijun – Minister of Railways bribery
2013-08-23 Bo Xilai hearing – first day
2013-08-24 Bo Xilai hearing – second day
2013-08-25 Bo Xilai hearing – third day
2013-08-26 Bo Xilai hearing – conclusion
2013-09-23 Bo Xilai hearing – sentence
2013-10-26 Bo Xilai hearing – maintaining final sentence
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Coordinated Foreign Policy Topic

Date Event

2012-05-16 British leader meeting with Dalai Lama
2012-05-22 Russian opinions on the South China Sea
2012-11-02 Japan pulling other countries into Diaoyu crisis
2012-12-24 U.S.-Japan security agreement wrt Diaoyu Islands
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Propaganda Events on Sensitive Topics Occur on Back
Pages

Percent of Propaganda on Front Page

Percent of Coordinated Cluster on Front Page
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Island Topic occur on the front
page

Less than 10% of the foreign
policy, rule of law, or prison
topics occur on front page

Very little editorialization for
Diaoyu Islands, foreign policy,
rule of law, & prison topics
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Defectors Sensationalize Sensitive Stories

What would have happened without the propaganda directive?

We can look at title defectors from the directive to get at this.

Title defectors tend to sensationalize the story.

For example for leaked directive:

Xinhua title: “State Council approved ‘Suggestions on deepening the
reform of the income distribution system’ ”

Example defector title: “Promote the formation of a transparent, fair,
and rational income distribution”

For corruption case:

Xinhua title: “Lai Changxing case prosecuted”

Example defector title: “Lai Changxing prosecuted on charges of
smuggling and bribery”

Perhaps propaganda is preventing sensationalization.
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Propaganda Events on Sensitive Topics Used For Control

Dissemination of information is used for censorship in this case

For papers:

I Mandates printing of one perspective, or simply reporting
I By enforcing dissemination, can also specify placement
I Can also dictate title, etc.

For readers:

I Buries in the middle of the paper
I For the people who do see, everyone will see the same view
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So What’s on the Front Page?

When propaganda is on the front page it is:

1 Description of meetings
2 General party ideology
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Front-Page Propaganda Occurs During Sensitive Time
Periods
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Majority of Propaganda Occurs During Sensitive Time
Periods
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What Gets Kicked Off the Front Page?

What is missing from the front page that appears in other time periods?

Economic planning information

Education policy

Information about disasters

Poverty alleviation information

Topics with substance seem to be crowded off the front page by
information about meetings during sensitive time periods.
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Implications for the Study of Propaganda

Content of propaganda may not be as interesting as what it replaces

I What would have be been printed if not for the directive?
I What lies in the “shadow of propaganda?

Propaganda might be used to block/distract

I Consistent with what we know about 50 cent party

People may not notice propaganda, not able to resist

May want to study how propaganda affects how newspapers are read
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Conclusion

To sum up:

Gather an enormous dataset of Chinese newspapers

Infer propaganda directives by looking at the “big picture”

Adapt new inference procedures to estimate topics on millions of docs

We find:

Propaganda not always obvious, for signaling or indoctrination

Seems to also serve the function of censorship

Implies a research agenda to study the “shadow of propaganda”
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